Introductions & Project
Update/Open Forum

What challenges do you see in the next five years that IDS can help you with?
An Overview

Promoting library excellence through community & technology
IDS Project Mentor Program

Helping staff at newly joining IDS Project libraries configure ILLiad, optimize workflows, and implement the technical requirements of the IDS Project.
IDS Project Mentor Program

Successes

• New Member Libraries optimized!
• Mentors and Mentees partnerships

Challenges

• Staffing turnover at Member Libraries
• ILLiad Upgrades & Enhancements
• Mentors remain constant
• Teaching to the masses
Creation of the
IDS Project Regional User Groups

User Group Philosophy:
To build strong local communities that support each other and collaborative hands on experience for resource sharing best practices.
IDS Logic

• Simplify server addons
  – CAS takes about 1-hour and 3-4 people per install
    • ~300 hours of install, plus support, across the project
    • Not sustainable
• Replace current CAS addon
• Optimize data collection
• Allow web-based rules that mimic server level addons
  – No coding required!
CAS – Stats and Update

• Syracuse (SYB)
  – 6600 Lending Requests
    • 4300 Auto-available
    • 2300 Auto-canceled

• Nazareth (XNC)
  – 782 Available
  – 393 Cancellations

• Fisher (VZJ)
  – 72% Lending Requests were affected by CAS
    • 64% determined available
    • 23% auto-cancelled
    • 13% errors and left for manual processing
ALIAS Server Addon

Old

- ALIAS automagically processes requests for articles in a load-balanced fashion
- Queries IDS Licensing DB
- Installed as Windows Server service

New

- Does all that, but...
- Simpler install as addon
- Easier updates
- Self-install/update
- No server troubleshooting
  - Not the same as “no troubleshooting!”
IDS Dashboard: TPAM2

• Why change?
  – Slow querying
  – Antiquated Design
  – New stats
  – Collection development opportunities

• Interested? You can help!
  – TPAM 2 Session Friday
  – Bring ideas on what you’d like to see
• Sustainability
• Standardized Loan Periods
• Expansion Outside of NY
• Improvement of and New Services